Manual Assembly of 2.25” Buttons

Cutting your Image

- Cut your image into strips and insert your printed buttons designs through the button die cutter and pull the handle all the way down.
- From the bottom of the die cutter, push upwards to remove the paper.

Putting it All Together

- Place the button front edge side down on the pick-up die on the left side of the button maker.
- Place your image on top of the button front so that it is facing you.
- Place the mylar cover on top of your image to protect it.
- Place the pin back on the right side of the button maker in the crimp die, as shown in the image on the far right.

Make sure that the pin is oriented exactly as shown and there is only one button front in the die.

- Rotate the pick-up die containing the image so that it is underneath the press.
- Pull the handle all the way down.
- Lift the handle again. You will notice that the materials in pick-up die have been picked up by the button maker.

- Rotate the die table 180 degrees so that the crimp die is now under the handle.
- Pull the handle all the way down, and then lift.
- Your button is now complete!